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April 12—Emil Lang Winter Lecture se-
ries finale with Tom Volk, Downtown 
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April 26—Elinoar Shavit presents her 
findings on heavy metals in morels, 
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See Walks List for details.
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Time to pack away the woolies. Morel season is almost here—
though every NYMS member planning to hunt morels in apple orchards this year 
should definitely read Elinoar Shavit’s article in the spring issue of Fungi magazine 
about lead and arsenic accumulations in Morchella esculenta. Elinoar will also present 
her findings to our club on April 26th. 

The off-season will officially wind down on April 12th with a talk from Tom Volk, 
Professor at University of Wisconsin, Lacrosse and creator of the popular website Tom 
Volk’s Fungi (http://botit.botany.wisc.edu/toms_fungi). 

NYMS hosted two previous presentations as part of our annual Emil Lang Winter 
Lecture Series. On February 8th, author and archivist David Rose presented “The Great 
Goddess of Decay: A History of Amateur Mycology in the United States”. Covering 
a lineage from 1890 to the present, David captured the room with entertaining an-
ecdotes about both the science and personalities behind familiar names like Peck, 
Murrill, and McIlvaine.

On March 8, we hosted Daniel Winkler—an ecologist and ethno-mycologist—pre-
senting on the mushrooms of Tibet, and in particular its cash crop of Caterpillar 
Fungus (Cordyceps sinensis).

We also had a fantastic club presence at this year’s Umami Food and Art Festival. 
Don’t miss Paul Sadowski’s mouth-watering account of their NYC Mushroom 
Identification and Dinner, hosted by the James Beard House on February 26th (page 6). 

Umami’s Chinatown Mushroom Foray on February 27th—
co-lead by Gary Lincoff, Paul Sadowski, and Toronto per-
formance artist Diane Borsato—was also a rousing suc-
cess. Urban foragers prowled the snowy streets of lower 
Manhattan in search of teeming markets and back alley 
apothecaries. Many unusual specimens were procured: 
assorted Ganoderma species (Reishi or Ling Zhi); dried 
Phallus indusiatus (stinkhorns); dried Chinese truf-
fles (possibly Tuber himalayense or T. indicum); fresh 
Hypsizygus tessulatus (Shimeji or beech mushrooms); 
and very fairly priced fresh young Grifola frondosa 

(Maitake or Hen-of-the-Woods); and many more. 
Gary walked us through our commercially for-

aged bounty and Macao Trading Company 
hosted lunch for the group after.

So we’ve survived another winter in style. 
The sun’s now shining, the ticks hatching, the 

poison ivy creeping, the morels stirring, and 
the best time of year is upon us. Happy spring 
hunting to you all!
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Breaking News and Announcements

Cont. p. 10

Morel Breakfast Rideshare
For arranging travel to this year’s Morel 

Breakfast, Dennis Aita has graciously 
agreed to organize carpooling resources. 
If you have space in your vehicle or you 
need a ride to the event, please contact 
Dennis by email (denaita@verizon.net) 
or phone (212-962-6908).

Are You in the Loop?
A couple of customizations to the web-
site software haven’t carried into the new 
version. If you are a new member (or a 
renewing lapsed member) and haven’t 
received an email providing a user name, 
password and other website instructions, 
please contact Paul Sadowski (pablos-
ki1@verizon.net) for help.

Also, if you haven’t received email re-
minders about, for example, the business 
meeting as well as the Winter lectures, 
contact Paul.

Dear members of the NYMS,
I am an undergraduate student in the 
anthropology program at Columbia 
University taking an ethnobotany class 
with Dr. Michael Balick this  semester.

For my class project I am researching the 
history of mushroom availability in NYC, 
particularly the increase over the past 
few years in exotic or wild mushroom va-

Business Meeting Report
The annual business meeting was held 

March 22. Aside from elections (the cur-
rent officers were reelected) some inter-
esting topics were raised on which we’d 
welcome more member feedback:

Is there interest in having an NYMS 
children’s walk this year? If so, please 
contact me (email below). Location sug-
gestions are also welcome. Prospect Park 
was suggested, since many members live 
in Brooklyn, but rejected as being a poor 
hunting environment.

Dennis Aita is interested in organiz-
ing mushroom-related culinary events at 
restaurants, such as a truffle dinner, mat-
sutake dinner, Chinese dinner. If you’re 
interested, contact Dennis (email left).

Gary Lincoff and I will be working to-
gether to update a very handy booklet 
published by the NYMS in the 1970s: A 
Guide to Poisonous Mushrooms of the 
Greater New York Area. This pocket-
sized book includes all toxic fungus na-
tive to our parts, plus contact informa-
tion for emergencies. We plan to send a 
free copy of the book to every member, 
and make it available on Amazon, in both 
paperback and digital form.

We also talked about the costs of print-
ing and mailing this newsletter—our larg-
est budget item. We discussed whether to 
convert to an all-digital (and color) ver-
sion, but decided to continue to produce 
a paper copy, and to encourage members 
to receive it by email, if they are happy 
with that medium.

Charles Luce gave a report on our fi-
nances, which are healthy, though our 
bank balance is slowly dropping. We plan 
to try to save some money by coordinat-
ing our lecturers with other nearby clubs, 
and save on transportation costs. We 
have been fortunate that Eugenia Bone 
has been able to host lecturers this year 
and we haven’t had to spend on hotels. 

The NYMS 50th anniversary is in 2012. 
It’s not too early to begin to dream about 
special events we might do: a mushroom 
festival? A special weekend foray? A ca-
tered dinner? What do you think?

Happy hunting,
Maria Reidelbach, maria@hoopla.org

NYMS Cookbook Update
The NYMS Cookbook is under produc-

tion. This project will blend your recipes 
and stories, historical material, photo-
graphs and illustrations. We’ve got a lit-
erary agent, and publishers in our sights.  
HOWEVER… We need material! Yours! 
Do YOU have a recipe, foraging (or other 
related) story? Could you imagine it in 
print? May we take a look?

Also, a helper is needed. Charles Luce, 
who’s been working on this project with 
help from the cookbook committee, 
finds himself swamped with work since 
launching a gluten-free sourdough bread 
baking workshop. If you’d like to help, 
please contact him at (201) 725-8706 or 
GFCharlesluce@gmail.com.

Thank you!
Charles Luce
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Heavy Metal Morels
By Britt Bunyard, Publisher and Editor-in-Chief, Fungi Magazine
In time for the 2010 morel season, as promised, here is “Lead and Arsenic in Morchella 
esculenta fruitbodies Collected in Lead arsenate Contaminated Apple Orchards in the 
Northeastern United States – a Preliminary Study”, by Elinoar Shavit and Efrat Shavit. 
This study, which was sponsored in part by 5 mycological clubs in the Northeast U.S., 
including NYMS, seeks to answer questions raised in last winter’s edition of Fungi, in 
the article “Arsenic in Morels: Morels Collected in New Jersey Apple Orchards Blamed 
for Arsenic Poisoning” (www.fungimag.com/winter-08-articles/Rev_Medicinal.pdf).

Do morels collected in Northeastern apple orchards concentrate arsenic and lead 
from their habitats, and if so, do they concentrate these heavy metals at levels that may 
pose health risks to people who consume them? This study investigates the relation-
ship between the levels of lead and arsenic found in the morels and in the soil from 
which they grow, and discusses the toxicological implications of these findings. We 
invite you to preview this article on the Fungi Magazine website at: www.fungimag.
com or directly at www.fungimag.com/winter-2010-articles/shavit-morels.pdf.

The Union Square Greenmarket
By Dennis Aita
Too often the fresh wild and exotic mushrooms that we see in our stores are well past 
their prime. They have started to dry, smell of ammonia, or they may even be moldy. 

But that’s not the case with mushrooms that are sold at the Greenmarkets. There 
we get to see mushrooms that may have been picked the day before. At the Union 
Square Greenmarket there are two vendors who bring in wild mushrooms. 

On Wednesdays during the mushroom season Linda and Michael Hoffmann 
leave around 3 a.m. to make the 3 hour trip from upstate Schoharie County to 
bring in all sorts of mushrooms, some of which we never see on our walks. Last 
year during the summer they brought in the most beautiful American Caesar’s 
mushrooms (Amanita jacksonii) that I had ever seen. And in the fall they had 
some matsutakes and “sweet clubs” (Clavariadelphus truncatus).  When condi-
tions are right they also bring in esculenta morels during the springtime, fol-
lowed by chanterelles (Cantharellus cibarius),  porcini (Boletus edulis), black 
trumpets, chicken mushrooms, “saffron caps” (Lactarius deterrimus and not L. 
deliciosus as Michael claims), Hydnums, parasols (Lepiota procera), “hunter’s 
hearts” a.k.a. aborted Entolomas, “birch boletes” (Leccinum aurantiacum), 
Hericium spp., honeys, and maitake (Grifola frondosa). Linda and Michael 
have been selling mushrooms at the Union Square Greenmarket for over 15 
years. They sell them well below the prices in our fancy food emporiums. I’m 
hoping that they will notify me before they come in on Wednesdays so that I can pass 
on to members what goodies they have for sale.

On Saturdays, Jim Grillo from Herkimer County is selling bacon, eggs, and some 
unusual Italian produce. But it’s the mushrooms that caught my eyes years ago. In the 
spring he always has lots of esculenta morels. Hey, I know where his farm is, but he lets 
me know that he will shoot me if he sees me there! Later on in the mushroom season 
he often brings in chanterelles (he finds them under beech trees and they look more 
like cibarius than the lateritius which I find under oak and in mixed deciduous woods), 
“porcini” (he claims to find them under oak), assorted boletes, chicken mushrooms, 
maitake, and in the fall, Jim sells what he calls “matsutake”. They have that cinnamony 
smell but they are quite bitter! Jim doesn’t taste their bitterness. I believe that they are 
Tricholoma caligata and not T. matsutake. But he finds people to buy them! 

Mycopolis
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Member Profiles: 
Truc Nguyen & Eric Liberda 
NYMS: What brings you to mushroom hunting?
TN: As a child, I always did a lot of fishing and foraging for wild edibles with my 
parents. When Eric was doing his undergraduate degree in Canada, one of his pro-
fessors was a professional mycologist and would take his students on local forays. I 
always wanted to come along, but because I wasn’t a student of that school and lived in 

Toronto (a few hours away), the professor recommended that we learn about 
mushrooming through the Toronto Mycological Society instead.
EL: My parents used to take me foraging for fiddle heads when I was young. 
They didn’t know how to identify any mushrooms but always pointed out 
interesting ones they found. I think that’s why I always had a curiosity about 
them. 
NYMS: How long have you been a member of the NYMS?
TN & EL: We joined the NYMS in 2008 with the morel breakfast, and have 
never looked back since!
NYMS: What occupies you when you aren’t mushroom hunting?
TN: I’m a freelance fashion stylist and market editor. Besides being in-
terested in fashion, media and consumer culture in general, I’m also a 
prolific reader of fiction, a foodie on a budget, and a compulsive world 
traveler. Last year, we had the opportunity to hike the Inca Trail in Peru, 
road trip around the Canadian Maritimes, and revisit Australia very 
briefly. Of course, now I have to plan my getaways around NYMS hap-
penings such as the Vermont weekend…I’m a big fan of chanterelles!
EL: I’m a doctoral student at NYU studying toxicology so that takes 
up much of my time. When I’m not on the mushroom trail, I com-
pose electronic music and try to squeeze in travel to new and exciting 
places.
NYMS: What scientific aspects of fungi interest you (if they do)?

EL: Because of my work, I’ve been really interested in the toxicology of 
fungi. I think it’s really interesting (and terrible) how certain types of mushrooms exert 
their effects on humans that may consume them. I’m also interested in the microscopic 
identification of mushrooms (thanks Paul!) and wish I could find more time to dedicate 
myself to that pursuit!
NYMS: How would you describe your relationship with fungi?
EL: In a word? Voracious. We’re both eager to get out there and find mushrooms, and 
not at all afraid to get dirty!
NYMS: Has your interest in fungi had any influence on the rest of your life?
TN: Living in Brooklyn, we don’t really get to interact with nature as much as we’d like. 
Joining the NYMS has really encouraged us to get outdoors more in general, not just 
for mushrooming. 
EL: We both really enjoy the opportunity to get away from the city. We look at mush-
room hunting as a hiking event as well! We now always take out mushroom gear with 
us when we go hiking! 
NYMS: How do you decide whether or not to eat a mushroom? 
TN: Because we are not very skilled in the art of mushroom identification, we usually 
stick to well-known and easily identifiable species. In general though I like to collect 
first and decide later! 
EN: When we go out as a group we always double check what we think we have. The 
more you go out, the more you learn! The identification sessions are a great learning 
tool as well – I need to get out to those more.  
NYMS: Do you buy mushrooms? What kinds, and what sources?
TN: We buy a lot of mushrooms from the Chinatowns in downtown Manhattan and in 
Queens. There are great fresh Enoki, Button and Oyster mushrooms, and good dried 
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A Term Defined: Squamulose
Etymology: Latin squāmula, diminutive 
of squāma a scale

The adjective “squamulose” means 
“covered with tiny scales.” In mycology, 
it’s used to describe a body or surface that 
is covered with squama or squamules 
(tiny scales).

“Dryad’s Saddle” (Polyporus squamo-
sus) is commonly described as squamu-
lose and is typically abundant during 
the Spring season around New York and 
New Jersey. Other common examples of 
squamulose fungi can be found in the 
Agaricus and Suillus genera.

Squamulose artwork provided by 
NYMS club member and natural science 
illustrator Anne Yen (http://www.anney-
enillustration.com).

We thought Anne’s “Squamulose” 
would make a terrific NYMS t-shirt. If we 
get enough orders we’ll produce one. Go 
to www.newyorkmyc.org for more infor-
mation and to order.

©2010 Anne Yen

NYC Mushroom Mapping Project
The next time you find a mushroom in the five boroughs, snap a picture and make a 

note of the location—whether it’s a Boletus bicolor in Brooklyn or a Marasmius scoro-
donius in Staten Island. Gary Lincoff is tracking the distribution of fungi species across 
New York City as part of a mushroom mapping project on a new website-based tool 
called NOAH (Networked Organisms And Habitats).

While you may be hesitant to share the exact GPS coordinates of your favorite Hen-
of-the-Woods supporting oak tree (or secret spots for other choice edibles), NYMS 
club members are strongly encouraged contribute to the project.

To enter your information online, go to www.networkedorganisms.com and se-
lect my noah in the menu at the top of the page. If you have an existing account with 
Google (such as a Gmail address) you can use it to sign in immediately. Otherwise, 
you’ll need to create a new Google Account. Once you’re logged in to NOAH, you can 
immediately start entering data by selecting new sighting in the top menu. 

Follow the site instructions to upload your mushroom photo (file size must be small-
er than 1MB), then follow the instructions to plot its location on the map provided. 
Enter other pertinent details such as species name and the type of habitat where your 
discovery was made (for example, “On the ground under mixed hardwoods”). Under 
the Spotted for Mission option, be sure to select Mushroom Mapping to link your find 
to the rest of the project data. For more information about the project, visit: http://
strataspore.com.
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Mycophagy, ,
Umami Festival Dinner 
By Paul Sadowski
In the shadow of St. Vincent’s Hospital, the James Beard House stands as a temple to 
the art of cuisine. It is a place where gourmets and gourmands gather over meals that 
form salutary efforts by the chefs who come to the Beard House kitchen to cook. Thus, 
the House made a perfect setting for the Friday night mushroom banquet portion of 
the Umami Festival.

Paul Sadowski served as guest mycologist representing the NYMS that collaborated 
on the mushroom events of this weekend which also included a foray in Chinatown. 
Diane Borsato, performance artist and mycophile from Toronto, Ontario was one the 
prime movers of this festival. Diane braved the snowstorm to glean mushroom speci-
mens from markets throughout the NYC from Brighton Beach to Chelsea.

Arrayed on a display table in the anteroom of the house (and kitchen) Diane’s pur-
chases were identified for the diners who munched on canapés and drank cocktails. 
Chef Chewey Cereceres had prepared seafood shumai with maiitake, oriental spoons 
holding a sort of ganache of mushroom soup topped with sautéed mushrooms, cro-
quets containing a similar truffled mixture to be passed among the curious diners, 
piquing their appetites for the main event, a four-course meal that awaited them 
upstairs.

To gain access to the dining room requires, literally, a cook’s tour of the house, 
taking one through the kitchen, which is housed on the ground floor, and an atrium 
that forms the rear of the house. At the top of the staircase, there are two large 
rooms and an alcove that form the dining area. The alcove, situated at the front of 
the house, was in former days Mr. Beard’s bedroom. His callers, I am told, knew 
that if they saw two feet sticking out the window, they were to spare him the door-

bell and leave him to his slumbers.
On this evening the rooms were set with banquet tables seating from four to ten din-

ers each and outfitted with a cloud of wine glasses and a battery of silverware for use 
during the many courses that followed.

Chef Chewey delighted the guests with a first-course oriental soup; spicy with gin-
ger, piquant with chile, heartily accompanied by thin noodles, chiffonade vegetables 
and tree ear mushrooms. A fragrant and fruity rose accompanied this course.

This was followed by three maiitake-stuffed gyoza dumplings, fried crispy golden 
and resting in a bisque-ey lobster sauce and paired with tenderly cooked flowering 
chive shoots. A sauvignon blanc was the wine for this dish.

The next course hewed to the seafood and mushroom theme of the earlier offerings. 
A seared scallop rested upon a kabocha squash puree that was complemented with a 
wine reduction sauce all which served to carry the fruitiness of the fresh California 
black trumpets upward to the nose of the expectant diner. A simple red burgundy-
styled wine was poured here.

A hearty Bordeaux accompanied the main course of braised beef short rib served au 
jus with sautéed maiitake and root vegetables.

The mushroom component of the meal was carried forward into dessert with a 
crème anglaise flavored with candy-cap mushrooms that topped a black sesame cake. 
A porto was the accompaniment here along with coffee.

The diners were then introduced to the chef and his sous chefs, enlisted from res-
taurants where he has worked since arriving from Chicago many years ago. The happy 
diners heaped their bravos upon this team who had delighted the gathering with a 
memorable meal, one that will at least for me, fix the name Umami Festival in my mind 
as a must-do event.

Has mushroom identification ever been 
so elegant? Paul Sadowski and artist Di-
ane Borsato at the James Beard House 
Umami Festival Dinner. Photo by Maria 
Reidelbach.
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Walks & Forays
47th Annual 
Chanterelle Weekend in Vermont 
By Claudine Michaud
Spring is coming and once again we start thinking about the Chanterelle Weekend: the 
memory of the sweet smell of the Green Mountains mixed with the chanterelles wakes 
up our sensual taste for the relaxing beauty of the woods. Ready?
The number of people is limited to between 12 and 14, on a first-come-first-served 
basis. We usually have a waiting list.

Last year the cost was $120.00 per person, and we hope to do as well this year but, of 
course, there is no guarantee! The cost covers two nights and six meals.

A $30.00 deposit for each person is required by May 15th. If you then need to cancel, 
the deposit will be refunded if a replacement is found. You have to be a member to 
participate in this event. It is a hands-on weekend.

To attend, complete and send in the registration form at the end of this issue. 
NYMS Chanterelle Weekend
Dates: July 30—August 1, 2010
Location: we will rent the same house in Winhall that we had last year. Winhall lies
between Bromley and Stratton Mountains at the foot of the Green Mountain National
Forest in Vermont.
Contact: Claudine Michaud—if you have any questions, feel free to contact me by 
phone (718-622-5834 or 631-749-4398) or by email (michaudhenri@aol.com).

50th Anniversary Foray 
NAMA 
August 12—15, 2010 Winter Park, CO
The Colorado Mycological Society will 
host NAMA’s 50th Anniversary Foray 
this summer, high on the western slope 
of the Continental Divide at 8,700 feet. 
Nearby Rocky Mountain National Park 
will be the site of at least one of the for-
ays. Presenters will include Tom Volk 
and Michael Kuo. The fee for the foray is 
$150.00, plus room and board. For more 
information visit: http://namyco.org/
events/index2010.html

NEMF
The Northeast Mycological Foray is al-

most booked up. This year it is being held 
in Kerhonkson, NY and co-sponsored 
by the NYMS. It’s a wonderful opportu-
nity to spend several days hunting mush-
rooms and learning how to indentify 
them with a great group of experts. Not 
to mention the delicious food!

We are anticipating overbooking, if you 
know of bed and breakfasts, or of anyone 
with a spare room in the area, please let 
Paul Sadowski know, his email is on the 
masthead.

Charles Horton Peck Foray
September 17–19, 2010 Painted Post, NY
The 57th Annual Charles Horton Peck NY State Mushroom Foray will be held at the 
Watson Homestead Conference and Retreat Center in Painted Post, NY. Kathie T. 
Hodge and George W. Hudler of Cornell Mycology will host this year’s event. The Peck 
Foray is open to all who are interested in fungi. Attendees traditionally include profes-
sors and their students, talented nonprofessional mycologists, and curious amateurs. 
For more information visit: http://ppathw3.cals.cornell.edu/CUPpages/Peck.html.
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Tools of the Trade: 
Knife, Basket, and iPhone?
By Jason Cortlund

Maria Reidelbach sent me a note about a new mushroom ID application (or “app” as 
they’re generally known) for Apple’s iPhones and iPod Touch models. As it turns out, 
there are several mushroom-identification apps currently available for download at 
Apple’s iTunes store. They come in a wide range of prices and cover an even broader 

Reviews ii
Mushrooms for Health: 
Medicinal Secrets of Northeastern Fungi
Reviewed by Terry-Anya Hayes
Narrowing his focus to a handful of medicinal fungi of the Northeast, Greg Marley, 
an amateur mycologist based in Rockland, Maine, has written a compact, well-orga-
nized, often entertaining book on a vast, sometimes intimidating subject.  Necessarily, 
Mushrooms for Health also examines the everyday miracles performed by our human 
immune system and the structure and behavior of medicinally active mushroom com-
ponents.  (If terms like “neutrophil” and “beta glucan” roll trippingly off your tongue 
but defy you to define them, you will find these sections of particular interest!)  

Information on traditional and modern uses of fungi, safety concerns, and tips for 
ecologically correct collecting interweave throughout with charts, sidebar summa-
ries, and anecdotes from the author’s thirty-plus years of mushrooming.  While at 
times Marley’s wording is a bissel imprecise (he cautions us to be “100 percent confi-
dent” in our mushroom identifications, for example, though the need for 100 percent 
accuracy in identification seems more pressing), his enthusiasm carries us over and 
beyond the occasional bump.  He shares observations and advice engagingly, often 
with humor:  Extolling the myriad benefits of mushrooms as food, he notes, “They 
are not a panacea; a diet of Twinkies and medicinal mushrooms is not a healthy 
diet.”  Lamenting our culture’s mycophobic slant, he references folks who “…see the 
annual crop of wild mushrooms growing in our yards not as potential meals…but 
rather as invasive organisms with suspect intentions.”

Marley devotes the bulk of his book to the ten fungi he chose based on healing po-
tential, ready availability (in much of the US as well as the Northeast), and absence 

of both toxicity and toxic look-alikes.  Among these you may recognize crowd-
pleasers (the oyster mushroom, which lowers cholesterol); gourmet delights (the 
swooningly delicious Hericium erinaceus, which improves cognitive functioning 
after traumatic brain injury); and a gaggle of woody, inedible, powerfully medicinal 
polypores that most mushroomers mistakenly pass by.  Photographs show each spe-
cies at several stages of growth.  To further facilitate your transformation of book-
learning into bodily wisdom, the author closes with detailed instructions for making 
a double-extraction mushroom tincture. 

Mushrooms for Health packs solid value into 138 pages.  Whether you are a seasoned 
collector or newly drawn to fungi by their ability to nourish and heal, Greg Marley has 
mapped out an exciting first foray for you into the world of medicinal mushrooms.  His 
new book, Chanterelle Dreams and Amanita Nightmares, will be out soon.  

Mushrooms for Health: Medicinal Secrets of Northeastern Fungi by Greg A. Marley, 
published by Down East Books (www.downeastbooks.com).

Terry-Anya Hayes lives in Maine, teaches about medicinal mushrooms in Manhattan 
at the Natural Gourmet Institute, and leads walks and workshops wherever the plants 
and fungi beckon.  She is a past president of NYMS.  Contact her through her shockingly 
out-of-date website, www.terryanya.com 
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spectrum in terms of quality and information.
Common Choice Wild Edibles ($6.99): This high-priced title, distributed by The 

Morel Mushroom Hunting Club, was by far the worst of the three identification apps 
that I examined. The interface is almost entirely static. The user must scroll through 
information like one extra-long, very basic web page—with copious ads for club 
goods and services interspersed throughout. There were also several content errors 
(for example, a photo of Hydnum repandum accompanies a description for “Horse 
Mushroom Cap”—by which I assume they mean Agaricus arvensis. 

Which introduces another severe limitation—CCWE doesn’t use Latin names. 
Combined with the fact that there’s no regional context for the species provided, no 
reference to potential look-alikes, and no warning about the associated dangers of in-
gesting wild mushrooms that have not been expertly identified—I can’t really say any-
thing good about this piece of software.

The creators also offer a newer app titled Morel Mushroom Hunting Secrets by Chris 
Matherly—but I was so put-off by their incompetent, irresponsible, and avaricious ap-
proach to mushroom identification that I refused to give them another penny. 

Mushrooms ($0.99): I downloaded the free “Lite” version of this title to check out 
the design and the quality of the content provided. The interface is simple. Users click 
through screens featuring different species using arrow buttons. A photo of a fungus 
species takes up about half of each screen. Beneath the photo is a prominent edibility 
rank (VERY GOOD, GOOD, BAD, POISONOUS, or DEADLY), followed by the Latin 
name, when it’s in season, and a link to a broader text description screen. The descrip-
tion screen also offers a link to extended information hosted on a Wikipedia web page. 

In my opinion, the biggest problems with the Mushrooms app are the prominent, 
simplistic edibility labels. There are no comparisons offered for potential look-alikes—
even when they’re recommending species as edible that can require advanced identi-
fication skills, such as Amanita caesarea (VERY GOOD), Amanita vaginata (GOOD), 
and Lepiota procera (GOOD). This very easily could be a killer app—in the worst pos-
sible way. I cannot recommend it.

Fungi ($1.99): This one was a real surprise. The interface is fun to use—with a sliding 
key system that guides users through different physical features—cap shape, hyme-
nium attachment, stipe, and even a spore print color chart. With the macro-features 
set, Fungi offers a limited set of potential species choices, with substantial species in-
formation and full-screen photos.

I was so impressed with Fungi, that I contacted the creator—Simon de Bernard, who 
lives in Lyon, France. I was surprised to learn that de Bernard had no real experience 
with mycology. He develops iPhone software as a hobby in his spare time and saw an 
opportunity to provide a useful tool based on the publicly available information of 
Wikipedia. Fungi (v1.2) includes a catalog of approximately 500 species.

While the sheer volume of information included within the app itself is very impres-
sive, it’s really the inviting interface that makes Fungi a unique, complementary, and 
ultimately  useful tool for mushroom enthusiasts. “It eventually dawned on me that I 
was asking the user to describe parts of a mushroom...so why not let him ‘build’ his 
mushroom from its various pieces, like a jigsaw puzzle. I then thought it would be fun 
to have the elements fluidly slide into place,” says de Bernard. He has also recently ex-
panded the Fungi interface for Apple’s new iPad.

There are a couple of other ID-related apps currently on the market that I did not 
explore. idMushroom Browser ($14.99) looks to offer an interface similar in part to 
the Fungi app, with a fewer 236 species covered. The steep price deterred me from pur-
chasing this title. Additionally, Nature Lexicon: Pilzfürer ($8.99) offers a German-
language guide (and I’d assume regionally appropriate species as well). There is a free 
video demo available for download on the iTunes app store.

Are digital devices ready to replace the beloved, dog-eared Audubon Field Guide you 
carry in your pack, and all the other books and keys piled up at home for detailed ID 
sessions? No. But as a supplemental resource for mycophiles, a well-designed app like 
Fungi has amazing potential for quick reference at the touch of a finger. 
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Field Notes
. .

Foray Report: 2009 Peck Foray at Greenkill
By Paul Sadowski
True to form the Peck Foray gathered at Greenkill, a YMCA camp outside of Port 
Jervis, NY for a weekend of foraging, study, eating and socializing among students, 
teachers and amateur mycologists.

The members of the NYMS served as the year’s hosts and organizers of the event. 
A total of 90 participants arrived on Friday evening, more than half of them students 
from colleges and universities throughout the northeast. Among the Universities rep-
resented were University of Vermont, Burlington, University of Maryland, Beltsville, 
Dartmouth University, Cornell University, University of Pennsylvania, Lock Haven, 
Skidmore College and  St. John Fisher College.

The students decamped with microscopes, lab supplies and reference books with 
their professors to the classrooms housed at the Mary Rockefeller Conference Center, 
which forms the locus of the 1000-acre campus.

As usual, weekend activities were made possible by the volunteer efforts of those in 
attendance. Walt Sturgeon took charge of the display tables, plating, labeling and orga-
nizing the specimens by family around the auditorium where evening programs were 
held. Walter delivered one of those evening programs, a walk among the Northeast 
mushrooms, as a slide show.

Charles Luce and Jason Cortlund led groups to foraging areas in Stokes Forest in 
nearby New Jersey while other groups hunted in the corner of Pennsylvania that ad-
joins New York and New Jersey at the Deleware Water Gap. The campus itself provid-
ed many fecund habitats. Good quantities of edibles were gathered as well as a couple 
hundred species of other fungi.

Jason Cortlund aided by a crew of 12 sous-chefs made wonderful preparations of 
Hen, Chicken, Honey and Black Trumpet mushrooms. This delicious mycophagy get-
together and hearty meals in the Dining Hall provided many opportunities for casual 
interchange among all those in attendance.

And during the whole weekend the students were busy making microscopic identi-
fications and experiments with their fungal specimens to take back with them to their 
respective campuses.

By Sunday afternoon’s getaway, many new friendships were formed which, no doubt, 
will be renewed when the Peck Foray gathers again this year. Kathie Hodge, of Cornell 
University, will serve as host at the Watson Homestead Conference and Retreat Center 
in Painted Post, NY on the weekend of September 17-19, 2010. For more information 
go to: www.plantpath.cornell.edu/CUPpages/Peck.html.

Remember! 43
2010 membership renewals received af-
ter April 1st are at the new member rate 
of $20 (individual) and $30 (family). 
Make checks payable to the New York 
Mycological Society. If you wish to become 
a member of NAMA (the North American 
Mycological Association), make a sepa-
rate check for $32, payable to NAMA, and 
mail it with the NYMS dues to Charles 
Luce, Treasurer, 518 Gregory Ave., #C312, 
Weehawken, NJ 07086. Use the member-
ship coupon in this issue. 

Stay responsibly in touch with us. If 
your telephone number, mailing or email 
address changes, please contact Paul 
Sadowski, Secretary with your new infor-
mation. On your membership form, please 
consider going paperless when it comes to 
receiving these newsletters. Newsletters 
sent via email (PDF file format) versus 
the standard mail paper version helps us 
contain costs, use fewer natural resources, 
and you receive content in full living color! 

NYMS walks policy: We meet when 
public transportation arrives. Check the 
walks schedule for other transportation 
notes. Walks last 5-6 hours and are of 
moderate difficulty except where noted. 
Bring lunch, water, knife, and a basket 
for mushrooms. Leaders have discretion 
to cancel walks in case of rain or very dry 
conditions. Be sure to check your email or 
contact the walk leader before a walk to 
see if it has been canceled for some reason. 
Non-members’ attendance is $5 for an in-
dividual and $10 for a family. 

Warning: Many mushrooms are toxic. 
Neither the Society nor individual mem-
bers are responsible for the identification 
or edibility of any fungus.

rieties available in stores, and where these fungi actually come from. I also want to find   
out some of the ways people in the city are using mushrooms/fungi, and in what ways 
fungi are involved in their lives. 

I am assuming that any member of NYMS will have some sort of story about why 
they are interested in mushrooms and how mushrooms figure in their everyday lives, 
and I am excited to hear these stories. If you are interested in this project and willing 
to be interviewed or give me information please contact me at hrk2104@columbia.edu 
or call me at 610-772-4416 (email is my preferred contact method). 

Thank you very much, 
Hannah  Kligman
Columbia College, 2011



Release
I hereby release the New York Mycological Society, any officer or member thereof, from any legal responsibility for injuries or accidents 
incurred during or as result of any mushroom identification, field trip, excursion, meeting, or dining, sponsored by the Society.
Your signature(s):_____________________________________________________________          Date: _____________________
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Address
City, State, Zip
Phone Email

 Save paper and get your newsletter in color. Check here to receive your quarterly newsletter by email.
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ones such as Wood Ear and Shitake. We bought a mushroom growing log once online, 
but nothing ever grew out of that! We also buy mushrooms from the mushroom man 
in Union Square, Manhattan.
NYMS: How do you like to eat mushrooms?
TN: I love mushrooms in all forms, depending on the species. Cooked in soups and 
sautéed in butter are favorite methods for mushroom consumption; however, I have 
a weakness for both Charles’ Black Trumpet butter and Claudine’s pickled Dryad’s 
Saddle, which I have thankfully been able to replicate at home.
NYMS: What’s your favorite fungus/why?
TN: I love Chanterelles, for both the taste and the great memories in Vermont that I 
have come to associate with them. 
EL: Morels for me. I especially love them fried in a light batter. So delicious. They have 
such a great taste and I never tire of them. 
NYMS: What are you willing to endure, physically, to hunt mushrooms?
EL: If there were mushrooms under the snow we’d be there! 
NYMS: Do you know many mushroom enthusiasts (mycophiles) or are you relatively 
alone in this pursuit (outside of your NYMS associations)?
TN: When I used to be a fashion assistant at Teen Vogue, I would tell my colleagues 
and interns about my weekend forays, and the general consensus always wavered be-
tween disbelief and confusion. Our foodie friends have been more easily converted, at 
least, and some have come to forage with us from as far as Montreal!

Membership
Individual—20.00
Family—30.00
NAMA—32.00

Through the NYMS members can optionally also get a 
North Americian Mushroom Association membership at 
a discount. Make your check(s) payable to NYMS and to 
NAMA separately and mail with this form to:
Charles Luce, Treasurer 
New York Mycological Society 
518 Gregory Ave. C312 
Weehawken, NJ 07086

Chanterelle Weekend
July 30 to August 1, 2010
30.00 deposit X number of guests ________ = __________
____ need ride ____ have car space
Registrants names, phone, email:
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
_________________________________________________
Make your check payable to NYMS and mail it with this 
form to:
Claudine Michaud 
50 Plaza Street, Apt. 1B 
Brooklyn, NY 11238.



Paul Sadowski
205 E. 94 St., #9
New York, NY 10128-3780

Gary Lincoff in action at the first ever Chinatown Foray, organized by artist Diane Borsato, far right, for the second annual Umami 
Festival. Photo Maria Reidelbach.


